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BCPL must BUY land if it SELLS land 

Adamczyk Opposes Land Bank Authority  
  

MADISON… State Treasurer Matt Adamczyk announced his opposition to current state law 
that requires the Board of Commissioners of Public Lands (BCPL) to purchase new land if it 
sells land currently held by the BCPL. 
 
Over the last decade the BCPL staff has advised BCPL Commissioners to buy timberlands in 
Northern Wisconsin, which then took private lands off the tax rolls.  Land bank purchases 
were done in opposition to the simple constitutional mission of the BCPL, which is to sell land 
and use the proceeds to benefit K-12 schools and the UW System. 
 
When the land bank bill was passed it contained a serious flaw. The flaw requires all sale 
proceeds of BCPL land in Wisconsin be put into a segregated account to only be used to 
purchase new land.  Currently, these funds total about $2.25 million and make virtually no 
interest in a state checking account.   
 
“The land bank law is a terrible law,” said Adamczyk. “Our constitutional mission at the 
BCPL is to sell land, not buy new land.  The BCPL should not be forced to buy new 
lands.   If a buyer purchased $20 million worth of BCPL lands, the money would be 
required to sit in an account until used to buy new land.   I do not support this and will 
never vote to buy any new land.   Government entities already own about 20% of all 
land in Wisconsin—that is enough.” 
 
In the past, the staff at the BCPL pushed the BCPL Board to buy timberlands instead of 
simply investing the proceeds from land sales into the BCPL trust portfolio of loans and 
bonds.   For example, in 2009, former Attorney General Van Hollen asked the logical 
question as to why the BCPL Board was being asked to buy an isolated chunk of land instead 
of making an investment in state loans.   He was told by staff that land bank requires them to 
buy new land and cannot be used for any other investments. 
 
When the BCPL buys land, its beneficiaries make nothing as BCPL staff costs exceed 
revenues from timber land management.  In comparison, BCPL loans and bonds are very 
inexpensive to manage and have returned about four percent annually over the last decade.  
 
“Right now the BCPL has about $2.25 million sitting in a checking account making no interest 
when it could be invested earning more money for public education,” said Adamczyk.  “For 
this reason, I will be advocating for a change in state law to end the requirement to buy new 
lands, a provision that I believe goes directly against our constitutional mission of selling all 
our lands.” 
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Fiscal Year Total Expenses Timber Revenue Profit/Loss

2014 724,393.79$                 470,432.59$              -$253,961.20

2013 740,514.24$                 553,658.59$              -$186,855.65

2012 775,272.72$                 530,501.06$              -$244,771.66

2011 824,378.45$                 565,020.08$              -$259,358.37

2010 816,413.77$                 394,649.68$              -$421,764.09

2009 747,836.50$                 276,495.12$              -$471,341.38

2008 654,944.97$                 655,488.43$              $543.46

2007 697,790.93$                 210,439.09$              -$487,351.84

2006 685,865.56$                 560,552.16$              -$125,313.40

Total -$2,450,174.13

Yearly Average -$272,241.57

Common School Fund Normal School Fund

Land Remaining in Trust* 6,150 acres 70,356 acres

Principal* $968.4 million $26.0 million

*As of 11/30/14

Normal School Fund Expenses vs. Timber Revenue for 9 Years

Summary of Current Trust Assets






